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should be emailed to chuckp@adpub.com

or mailed to Product News, 1000 Nix Rd.,

Little Rock, AR 72211. Please be sure that

your product announcement is accom-

panied by a photo of the product. CT

Triplex, High-Pressure Flushed Pumps Provide Extended Life 

CAT PUMPS has added several new 35 Frame Flushed Pump Models to its line.

These pumps have proven to significantly enhance seal life and reduce maintenance

costs when pumping high temperature and low lubricity liquids. These C-flushed 

pump models 3521C, 3531C and 3541C are available with a 316SS cast head offering

strength and corrosion resistance. The special porting in the inlet manifold permits

an external flush between the Lo-Pressure and Hi-Pressure Seals. This flush provides

cooling and added lubrication for the seals. As a side feature, the flushed pumps cap-

ture any leaking, that may develop as the seals experience normal wear, in the circulating

flushing liquid, avoiding external leaks and assuring a safe work environment.
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NLB 125 Series Offers

Convertibility at Under 150 hp

The NLB 125 Series, the latest con-

vertible high-pressure water jet pump

units from NLB Corp., combine eco-

nomical, low-horsepower engines with

the ability to change operating pressures

in just 20 minutes. They are smaller 

than other convertible units and easily

towed to jobsites. The 125 Series can be

converted without a manifold change

to run at six different pressures: 6000

psi, 8000 psi, 10,000 psi, 15,000 psi,

20,000 psi, and 24,000 psi. Flows range

from 6.5 gpm to 32.5 gpm. Engines

can be specified to suit the user’s

needs—115 hp, 125 hp, or 145 hp. Both

diesel and electric models are available.
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Odyssey Mobile Wash System

The Odyssey mobile wash system

is an all in one skid mounted hot/cold

power wash system with a water tank

and hose reel package that is designed

to fit any application. It can be truck or

trailer mounted and has an optional

water recovery system. With the low

fuel consumption and noise level 

ratings, it is the most efficient mobile

wash system available. The power

plant conforms to EPA Tier II emissions

regulations, and the burner system

meets stringent European safety and

Smoke Spot tests making this an 

environmentally “GREEN” system.
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New Delco Cleaning Systems Job Boss

The JOB BOSS is available with

the 3500 psi/5.0 gpm or 3000 psi/7.0

gpm system. The compact wheelbase

increases maneuverability on the job-

site, and oversized tires absorb shock

and vibration. Built on a steel chassis,

the vital water systems are surrounded

by powder-coated steel framing for

maximum protection.
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Tommy Gate Adds Platform Drop Chain Covers on 

All Liftgates

The covers provide a quieter ride, prevent the “clang-

ing” noise during your drive, work as a corrosion resist-

ant solution and protect the chains from being exposed

to the weather elements. And finally, the new chain

covers give your liftgate a durable, uniform image.
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